Who Said
That?
				

CHARACTER QUOTE MATCH-UP

       Write the number of the character next to the words they said in the movie Wreck-It Ralph
“You’re not going Turbo, are you?”
“Like crushing man’s skull like
sparrow egg between thighs”
“Man, sure must be nice being a
good guy.
“If you wanna go pee-pee in your big
boy slacks, keep it to yourself! ”
“

”

“...if you die outside your own game...
you don’t regenerate. Ever. Game over.”
“But we can’t change who we are, and
the sooner you accept that the better
off your game and your life will be.”
“Jiminy-jaminy... Look at that high
definition. Your face; it’s amazing!
“Hello my loyal subjects! Ha ha!
Have some candy!
“Stay Sweet!”
“What’s that? I didn’t hear you.
Your breath is so bad, it made my
ears numb.”

ANSWERS (top down) :: 7 | 11 | 1 | 4 | 8 | 10 | 6 | 3 | 5 | 9 | 2

1
2
3
4
5
6

WRECK-IT RALPH
VANELLOPE VON SCHWEETZ
FIX-IT FELIX, JR.
SARGEANT CALHOUN
KING CANDY
CLYDE

7
8
9
10
11

M. BISON
Q*BERT
TAFFYTA MUTTONFUDGE
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
ZANGIEF
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VIDEO GAME

BAD GUY
What makes a good video game bad guy? Check out some of the
baddest in the business, then take a shot at making your own...

RALPH

NEFF

Now draw your own 8-bit bad guy!

M. BISON

CLYDE

DR. EGGMAN

Begin by lightly drawing a bad guy picture with a pencil (use the bad guys above for inspiration), then fill in
each square box that a pencil line crosses over with black marker. When you are done, erase all pencil lines!
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